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Common Tax Pitfalls
i.

Structuring M&A deals and obtaining/avoiding compensation for
Revenue audits

ii.

Corporate borrowings – tax risk of increase in interest cost on
borrowings – Revenue audit

iii.

Handling tax controversy – notifications, costs, conduct etc.

iv.

Companies Act 2014 – compliance statement
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Common Tax Pitfalls - GC/CFO’s Role on Tax Controversy
•

Skillsoft

•

Apple

•

Withholding Tax claim
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Role of Tax Lawyers in Transactions and Disputes
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Role of Tax Lawyers in Transactions and Disputes
FT.com – EU tax: Tough love for multinationals’ sweetheart deals
Test case rulings will cut to the heart of corporations’ arrangements and could lead to fines
worth billions
Until a few months ago, the medieval town of Athenry in County Galway
owed its fame mainly to a song. Irish rugby and football fans often burst
into stirring renditions of “The Fields of Athenry”, a ballad about the
country’s devastating 19th-century famine.
In February, Tim Cook, Apple’s chief executive, gave Athenry another
taste of the limelight, saying the tech group would build an €850m data
centre there to power critical online services such as the iTunes and App
stores.
Margrethe Vestager, EU Commissioner for Competition, and
four of the companies facing scrutiny: Fiat, Amazon, Apple and
Starbucks

For Ireland’s politicians, the pledge of investment from Apple, which
already has its European headquarters in Cork, has been a godsend.
Enda Kenny, the prime minister, promises that there will be “knock-on
benefits for the region” as the rural west coast battles to pick itself up
from the country’s financial crisis.
Crucially, Apple’s big gesture suggests that Ireland’s strategy of turning
itself into the European base for leading US technology companies is
still paying dividends and creating jobs. Richard Bruton, the jobs
minister, calls the Galway data centre “a great example of what is
possible with the right policies”.
But those policies, so alluring to multinationals, now face an imminent
threat. At the heart of Ireland’s cosy relationship with Apple lies one of
the most inflammatory global political issues: preferential tax deals.
Dublin is at the forefront of an investigation by the EU into countries that
it suspects of offering illegal sweetheart tax deals to multinationals. The
European Commission says it will “shortly” issue decisions on four
watershed test cases: Apple in Ireland, Starbucks in the Netherlands
and Fiat Finance and Trade and Amazon in Luxembourg.
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Role of Tax Lawyers in Transactions and Disputes
FT.com – US Treasury voices fears over corporate tax probes by
Brussels
The US Treasury has broken its silence over the EU’s flagship tax investigations into
Apple, Starbucks and Amazon to voice concerns that it would ultimately bear the cost
of any extra bills.

would not comment on whether high-level discussions had taken place between
Washington and Brussels.

A senior official said a move by Brussels to force the multinationals to pay back taxes
would have wider implications for the US because the company would potentially
receive a credit for the taxes paid overseas.

The US also fears that the Brussels investigations will end up diminishing the role of its
bilateral tax treaties with EU member states. It does not want the commission to
override member states in deciding companies’ tax bills, as it has no treaty with
Brussels that would allow it to challenge its conclusions.

Robert Stack, a deputy assistant secretary, said the US was concerned that “any
retroactive tax would be borne by US taxpayers in the form of a credit”, adding that “a
purely prospective remedy would alleviate these concerns”.

He attributed the public interest in corporate tax in Europe to austerity and the
activities of non-governmental organisations. He said the political environment
concerning corporate income tax was so different in the US it was “almost like night
and day”.

The Commission opened in-depth investigations last year into whether certain “rulings”
— comfort letters that provide clarity on how a company’s tax bill will be calculated —
complied with the EU rules on state aid.
The Commission’s competition arm is expected to issue decisions shortly on cases
involving Amazon and Fiat in Luxembourg, Apple in Ireland and Starbucks in the
Netherlands. If it rules that governments gave companies favourable treatment, it has
the power to force governments to claw back 10 years of unpaid taxes, potentially
hitting companies with bills running into billions of euros.

He called on Europe to join the US in focusing on the “application of the rule of law”
rather than succumbing to short-term self-interest driven by the “political fads of the
day”.
Mr Stack, who represented the US in the global effort to overhaul international
corporate tax rules, also drew attention to features of the EU tax system which — like
certain US tax rules — had fostered avoidance by companies.

Apple has warned its investors that it could suffer a “material” hit from the EU probe if
Ireland is forced to claw back the money.

European law had also made it hard to enforce effective rules against tax havens, which
in turn had allowed countries to justify weak rules “while protecting their real goal of
tax competition”.

Mr Stack said he was delighted to hear Margrethe Vestager, the competition
commissioner, tell a parliamentary commission earlier this month that she would not
be rushed into a verdict before she has a “quality” case.

He praised the OECD-led overhaul of international tax rules for allowing European
countries to crack down on certain activities, including the “patent boxes” that offer tax
breaks for income from intellectual property.

People in Brussels close to the four cases say that the commission is steeling itself for a
difficult court battle to defend its new approach in tackling multinational tax avoidance.

He said: “It is to the great credit of the UK that they were able to step back from a
patent box widely seen as harmful.”

The commission case officers working on the four dossiers have determined that illegal
state aid is involved, they said. However, Ms Vestager’s team is now subjecting the
cases to intense scrutiny, running through the counter-arguments that the commission
is likely to face in court.
Some EU officials and lawyers have cautioned that the final decisions will not
necessarily announce a headline figure of the number of euros that must be recovered.
Instead, the final decisions are more likely to map out a methodology that the member
states must use to work out how much to recover.
Mr Stack told a meeting in London that the US had been reluctant to be drawn into the
debate over EU state aid but considered it important to express its point of view. He
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Role of Tax Lawyers in Transactions, Disputes and
Banking
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M&A Tax Considerations
Maura Dineen
Partner, Mason Hayes & Curran

Seller

Buyer

Completion
Based

Locked-Box
Based

Seller
Locked
Box Date
31 December 2015

Outside the
ordinary
course
of business

“penalty or fine arises”

Completion
30 June 2016

Allocation of Tax Risk

• Tax Deeds
– Function is to allocate tax risk between the parties
• Why is tax so important?
• Fundamentals of a Tax Deed
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Tax Deeds

• Key exclusions from liability
• Case by case issues
– Known liabilities
– Risk areas
– What is important for client? (losses, R&D tax credits, IP
allowances)
• Directors’ Compliance Statement (Section 325 Companies Act
2014)
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Conclusion
• Structure deal to minimise tax
• Negotiating tax deed on assumption Revenue audit is
forthcoming, including stamp duty return
• Know what tax deed covers
– Specific indemnities
– Conduct of claims

– Professional fees
• Use warranties to obtain information by disclosure
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Negotiating Financing and Transferability of
Debt
Robert Henson
Partner, Mason Hayes & Curran

Negotiating Financing and Transferability of
Debt
Key Clauses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purpose
Tax Gross Up and Indemnities
Representations
Undertakings and Covenants
Events of Default
Changes to the Lenders
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Negotiating Financing and Transferability of
Debt
Key Clauses
• Purpose
– Board Minutes
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Negotiating Financing and Transferability of
Debt
Key Clauses
• Tax Gross Up and Indemnities
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Negotiating Financing and Transferability of
Debt
Key Clauses
• Representations
• Undertakings and Covenants
• Events of Default
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Negotiating Financing and Transferability of
Debt
Key Clauses
• Changes to the Lenders
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